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Harwen Entertainment LLC
Notice:

SPACESHIP TERROR
hits tubi tv as of Aug 16th
Whether you've seen the film or not one thing is for certain, Spaceship Terror has taken the indie film
experience to a new level. These films are made on the cheap but this little film is considered one of the
most grotesque of splatter films out today. It's been called everything from sick to brilliant. Harry
Tchinski the Writer-Director of the film has been called everything from the Andy Warhol of Low
Budget films to a hater of women do to the excessive violence in his films. Of course, most of these
excessive violence statements come from those that do not understand the genre or are not true fans of
Gore Horror/Slasher films.
Spaceship Terror did not find it's fan base here in the United States for some time but Japan was the
first country outside the U.S to discover the film. SGL Entertainment picked up the film in November
2017 pushing the film hard and getting into other countries around the world which includes parts of
Europe.
"SGL Entertainment have taken this little film under their low budget Distribution indie wings and
has made the film shine". Harry Tchinski said at a round table discussion of Today's Low Budget
Film Distribution.
Suddenly the U.S started to show signs of small robust excitement for the film and it started to be
shown in bars and small group showings around the U.S. Since then SGL Entertainment under the
command of Jeffery Swanson has taken the film to new heights which includes putting it on a
multitude of streaming platforms and getting it into all the big online stores here in the U.S.

Today's streaming distribution is basically new in the sense that the payout for films is small and
getting on one of the big streaming sites takes a well-groomed Distributor with connections. .On top of
that, getting the film seen by enough eyes to help the film pay for itself is another gigantic hurtle that
these small films face. That's where Bloggers, Interviews, Reviews and Radio Stations come in. We've
decided to "take the bull by the horns" so to speak and reach out to some of our favorite Bloggers,
Interviews, Reviewers, and radio stations. We're hoping to add to the excitement about the film
Spaceship Terror and possibly help get the word out on the film by talking with Harry Tchinski on your
Blog, Interview, Review and/or radio station, and if that's not possible maybe a review of the film
would help.

" I think one of the things that make the film desirable Is the low budget Grind-House look that the
film brings with it." Harry Tchinski the Director Writer of the film said. " It's not glossy with a
Hollywood budget. It's more down and dirty. I think that's the attraction to the film".

We believed that getting the film on tubi tv would be a
good time to push the film to the rest of the public
because tubi tv is the fasted growing streaming site out
today. As of Aug 16th, the film is now showing on the
tubi tv FREE streaming site. They can see it with a
smartphone, computer, Roku type hookup or cable
system.

TO CONTACT HARRY TCHINSKI
If you would like to talk to the Producer Writer-Director Harry Tchinski and have him on your show
or a possible write up on the film you can contact Harry at the following email address:

HarwenProductions@gmail.com

Trailer Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nbjTB6Lmzw

tubi tv Link
https://tubitv.com/search/spaceship%20terror

For more information on the film go to these sites
https://sglmoviestore.com/horror/spaceship-terror
http://www.HarwenEntertainment.com

POSTER FOR SPACESHIP TERROR
Short list of COUNTRIES where SPACESHIP TERROR can be seen:
Tubi TV "Supported Devices" outside of the US
CANADA: Amazon Fire TV/Stick Android via Google Play Store
Apple TV iOS via App Store Playstation 3 (PS3) and Playstation 4 (PS4)
Roku Samsung TV Sony TV (Android)
TiVo Web via tubi.tv Xbox One
AUSTRALIA: Amazon Fire TV/Stick Android via Google Play Store
Apple TV iOS via App Store Samsung TV Sony TV (Android) Web via tubi.tv
NEW ZEALAND: Amazon Fire TV/Stick
Android via Google Play Store Samsung TV Sony TV (Android) Web via tubi.tv

90 OTHER COUNTRIES: Android via Google Play Store Web via tubi.tv
Spaceship Terror is Available on: Amazon Prime (USA) Amazon Prime (UK) Tubi TV iTunes Google
Play Vimeo On Demand Xumo

VOD sites where you can see SPACESHIP TERROR:
WATCH THE MOVIE ON AMAZON PRIME (USA)
WATCH THE MOVIE ON AMAZON PRIME (UK)
WATCH THE MOVIE ON TUBI TV
WATCH THE MOVIE ON ITUNES
WATCH THE MOVIE ON GOOGLE PLAY
WATCH THE MOVIE ON VIMEO
THE KILLER MOVIE CHANNEL
TUBI TV

PURCHASE OPTIONS:
BLU-RAY:
BUY THE BLU-RAY FROM SGL ENTERTAINMENT
BUY THE BLU-RAY FROM DARK STAR RECORDS
BUY THE BLU-RAY FROM AMAZON
BUY THE BLU-RAY FROM BLU-RAY.COM
BUY THE BLU-RAY FROM HIGH-DEF DIGEST
DVD:
BUY THE DVD FROM SGL ENTERTAINMENT
BUY THE DVD FROM WALMART
BUY THE DVD FROM BEST BUY
BUY THE DVD FROM FYE
BUY THE DVD FROM AMAZON.COM
BUY THE DVD FROM BARNES AND NOBLE
BUY THE DVD FROM FAMILY VIDEO
BUY THE DVD FROM TURNER CLASSIC MOVIES
BUY THE DVD FROM RASPUTINS
BUY THE DVD FROM BULL MOOSE MUSIC AND MOVIES
BUY THE DVD FROM DVD PLANET
BUY THE DVD FROM MOVIES UNLIMITED
BUY THE DVD FROM CRITICS CHOICE

USB:
BUY THE MOVIE ON USB (FLASH DRIVE)
ROKU:

Questions to Harry Tchinski on

SPACESHIP TERROR
FOR ARTICALS ON THE FILM IF NEEDED.
QUESTION:
How did you come up with the film SPACESHIP TERROR?
HARRY:
I was writing a story on a Mad Killer that lived in a large old industrial building and how he trapped
six females inside where he tortured them and killed them. Well, we were working on another picture
called QUADRANT 42, which is a comic romp about five people on this old space vessel. We had
finished the interiors of the film and I thought, what if we took the sets of the ship and re-dressed them
to make it look like this old dilapidated rusted out spaceship and re-write my story about the Mad Killer
and put it in space. So I re-wrote the script to fit the sets we already had and shot the film.
Question:
Was it hard to re-write the script to fit the new location?
HARRY
Oh yeah, I had six sets to work with, a galley, one hall, Bridge, one bathroom, a airlock, and a ready
room. And I had to be able to put 90 minutes worth of action in those six small sets. We did build
three additional set pieces, the small transport interior at the beginning of the film, the Escape Pod
interior at the end, and one small white hall for the elevator scene. So shooting a lot of angles was a
must to give the ship a more larger feeling and the illusion of many more hallways.
QUESTION:
What where some of the problems you and your cast and crew had in shooting this picture?
HARRY:
Where do I start. The sets we had were made to fit into the warehouse we had rented, with only a few
feet between them to move around. When we had to shoot we would have to take down walls of other
sets to be able to fit the camera and crew into that area, so things where falling down all the time like
other walls and lights and that usually happened during a shot.
The Warehouse we were in was a metal building so here we are shooting in the middle of winter with
snow outside trying to stay warm in this metal building. The girls would have to look like they were
sweating so we would have to spray them down with a water oil mix to give the illusion while all the
time they were freezing to death. Plus all they had on was under garments and leather boots. We had
this big kerosene blower heater, but it made so much noise we couldn’t use it because it was so loud. It
sounded like a jet engine, so we turned it on after shooting or during lunch.
Actually shooting the picture was hard because we didn’t have a whole lot of space for the camera
equipment, so I put a Anamorphic lens on the front of the camera to give us a wider field of view, but
adding that much glass on the front of the camera would lower my f stop readings and give me fuzzy
looking close ups. Plus most of the scenes called for a hot smoky look so I was shooting through this
smoky haze all the time which in some cases gave problems with critical focus. Also, when it came
time in post to put images into the monitors that were everywhere, the smoke played havoc with getting
it to look right.
I think with the girls the hardest thing they had to work with was having to go outside to go to the
bathroom in one of those rental toilets because the building we were in didn’t have a bathroom, or
running water for that matter, and we were shooting most of the time at night and it was pitch black
outside. So it was go out into the cold with a flash light in hand, in your underwear. But during the day
it was okay.

After shooting all day, and being covered in that Karo syrup red die blood mix they would have to
shower off, and the only thing we had was a outside shower on the side of one of the trailers. Most of
the girls just went home in their street clothing and blood covered bodies to shower, while a few just
bared the pain of the winter cold. These girls were troopers, I couldn’t of asked anything more from
them, they did whatever it took. They are just awesome people to work with. I plan on working with
each of them again someday. That is if they will want to, Ha, Ha.
QUESTION:
Would you do a SPACESHIP TERROR 2 ?
HARRY:
Sure, but not like this, I would need quite a bit more funding; I wouldn’t do it under the same
circumstances. It’s was way to hard on everyone involved!
QUESTION:
In a horror / Slasher movie, the effects are the star of the film, Do you feel you did the genre homage?
HARRY:
Yeah, I think we did good, I would have liked to see a little more blood, but we had some problems
with that, I haven’t heard any complaints on the subject, but maybe it’s just me. My effects Supervisor
Doug Hudson ( White chicks, The Cat In The Hat movie, Ace Ventura When Nature Calls, Happy
Gilmore, Vampire Bats, My Bloody Valentine. To name a few) was really busy working on other gigs
while working on ours, so he had to leave a lot up to his assistant Marcel Banks, with the help of my
wife Wendy Tchinski to do. but, I think they did a good job with what we had to work with.
QUESTION:
Anything else on your plate for the coming year?
HARRY:
Yeah, Doug Hudson and I have partnered up to make a Bigfoot movie. I won’t give you the name,
but with the kind of stuff that Doug turns out I think you’re going to think that we casted a real bigfoot
to play the part of our monstrous Sasquatch, the damn thing frightens me just looking at it. Plus, we’re
shooting it in bigfoot country, right here in the Pacific North West. Should wet the appetite of all those
into the monster horror genre with some of the most gruesome effects we’ve been able to come up with
yet. I think of the film as “Jaws in a bigfoot costume on steroids ”. So watch for it in 2012.
A good time is guaranteed for all.
CONTACT: HARRY TCHINSKI for more information at: HarwenProductions@gmail.com
or phone 253-678-7325

Recent things that some publications are saying about the film
SPACESHIP TERROR
There is an unexpectedly high amount of blood and gore throughout the film.
—HorrorNews.net
Lots of blood, gore and girls
—DVDtalk.com
a cacophony of boobs, blood, and side-splitting brutality
—HorrorFreakNews.com
one of the most terrifying films ever made
—HorrorReview.com
a torture filled blood lust that will take you on a white-knuckle ride into hell
—Screamfix.com
a hellish slasher film from beyond
—HorrorMoviesUncut.com
one heck of a violent slasher
—Horror-Movies.ca

A FEW FRAME CAPTURES FROM THE FILM

For your convenience:

We've sent along with this introduction a small making of the film book that is being given out at some
of the film's showings to help you see in a snapshot what the film looks like. If you would like to
interview Harry please contact us back at the email address supplied below.
You can contact Harry Tchinski at this email address below:

HarwenProductions@gmail.com
Thank you for your time we hope to be hearing from you soon.

